We present a method for generating a video of a talking face. The method takes as inputs: (i) still images of the target face, and (ii) an audio speech segment; and outputs a video of the target face lip synched with the audio. The method runs in real time and is applicable to faces and audio not seen at training time.
Introduction
There has been much work recently in the area of transforming one modality to another. Image to text is the most prominent, e.g. in caption generation [11, 30, 32] , but there is also video to sound e.g. [21] , text to image [25] , or in fact a mixture of different mediums e.g. video and audio to text [3] . This paper considers the case of audio to video.
We propose a method to generate videos of a talking face using only an audio speech segment and a face image of the target identity (audio and image to video). The speech segment need not be spoken originally by the target person (see Figure 1) . We dub the approach Speech2Vid. Our method differs from previous approaches for this task (see related work below) in that instead of learning phoneme to viseme mappings, we learn the correspondences between raw audio and video data directly. By focusing on the speech portion of audio and tight facial regions of speakers in videos, the Speech2Vid model is able to produce naturallooking videos of a talking face at test time even when using an image and audio outside of the training dataset.
The key idea of the approach is to learn a joint embedding of the target face and speech segment that can be used to generate a frame of that face saying (lip synched with) the speech segment. Thus the inputs are still images of the face (that provides the identity, but is not speaking the target segment) and the target speech segment; and the generated output is the target face speaking the segment. The Speech2Vid model can be learnt from unlabelled videos, as shown in Figure 7 .
In the following, we first describe the automatic pipeline to prepare the video dataset used to train the generation network (Section 2). The architecture and training of the Speech2Vid model is given in Section 3. Finally, Section 4, assesses variations on the architecture, including using multiple images of the identity as input, and shows an application of the model to re-dubbing videos by visually blending the generated face into the source video frame.
Related Work
There are various works that proposed methods to generate or synthesise videos of talking heads from either audio or text sources. Fan et al. [6] introduced a method to restitch the lower half of the face via a bi-directional LSTM to re-dub a target video from a different audio source. The LSTM selects a target mouth region from a dictionary of saved target frames, rather than generating the image, so it requires a sizeable amount of video frames of the unique target identity to choose from. Similarly, Charles et al. [1] uses phonetic labels to select frames from a dictionary of mouth images. Wan et al. [31] proposed a method to synthesise a talking head via an active appearance model with the ability to control the emotion of the talking avatar, but they are constrained to the unique model trained by the system. Garrido et al. [7] synthesises talking faces on target speakers by transferring the mouth shapes from the video of the dubber to the target video, but this method requires the video footage of the dubber's mouth saying the speech segment, whereas our method learns the relationship between the sound and the mouth shapes.
Our training approach is based on unsupervised learning, in our case from tens of hours of people talking. One of the earliest example of unsupervised learning of the representation of data using neural networks is the autoencoder by Hinton and Salakhutdinov [9] . Further improvements in representation learning, for example the variational auto-encoders by Kingma et al. [15] , opens up the possibility of generating images using neural networks. Moving forward, current research shows adversarial training proposed by [8] works well for generating natural-looking images; conditional generative models [20] are able to generate images based on auxilary information such as a class label. Our Speech2Vid model is closest in spirit to the image-to-image model by Isola et al. [10] in that we generate an output that closely resembles the input, but in our case we have both audio and image data as inputs.
Dataset
This section describes our multi-stage strategy to prepare a large-scale dataset to train the generation network. We obtain tens of hours of visual face sequences aligned with spoken audio.
The principal stages are: (i) detect and track all face appearances in the video; (ii) determine who is speaking in the video; and (iii) align the detected face image to the canonical face. The pipeline is summarised in Figure 2 , and the details are discussed in the following paragraphs. Video description. We train the Speech2Vid model on videos from the VoxCeleb [19] and LRW [4] datasets. These datasets consist of celebrity interviews and broadcast news, which provide ideal training data for this task, given that a large proportion of the face tracks are front-facing, and of high quality. Moreover, the words are generally clearly spoken without too much background noise, and hence provide an easier learning environment for the network.
Face tracking. The face tracking pipeline is based on [5] . First, the shot boundaries are determined by comparing colour histograms [17] to find the within-shot frames for which tracking is to be run. The HOG-based DLIB face detector [14] is used to detect face appearances on every frame of the video. The face detections are grouped into face tracks using a KLT detector [18] . Facial landmarks are extracted using the regression-tree based method of [12] .
Active speaker detection and AV synchronisation. SyncNet [5] provides a joint embedding of the audio and visual face sequences in a video, which can be used to determine who is speaking in a multi-speaker video scene. Moreover, the same method is used to correct the lip-sync error in the broadcast video, which can be crucial for precisely locating the corresponding mouth image for the audio sample. Spatial registration. In order to establish spatial correspondance between the input face (that provides the identity to the encoder) and the output face (from the decoder) in training from the ground truth frames, we register the facial landmarks between the two images. This is done by performing a similarity transformation (scale, rotation and translation) between the faces and an exemplar face with canonical position (Figure 3 middle) . Only the landmarks on the eyes and the nose, not the mouth, are used to align the face image, as the mouth movements contain the information that we wish to capture.
Data statistics. The train-validation split is given in the VoxCeleb and LRW datasets. For every valid face track, we extract every 5th frame and the corresponding audio as samples for training and validation. Statistics on the dataset is given in Table 1 
The Speech2Vid Model
Our main goal at test time is to generate a video of a talking face given two inputs: (i) an audio segment, and (ii) still images of the target identity (frontal headshot). The Speech2Vid model (summarised in Figure 4 at the block level), consists of four main components: an audio encoder, an identity image encoder, a talking face image decoder, and a deblurring module. For a given input sample, the model generates one frame of image output that best represents the audio sample at a specific time step. The model generates the video on a frame-by-frame basis by sliding a 0.35-second window over the audio sequence. Figure 4 : The overall Speech2Vid model is a combination of two encoders taking in two different streams of data, audio and image, a decoder that generates images corresponding to the audio, and a CNN deblurring module that refine the output frames.
Input Representations
This section describes the input representations for the audio and identity. These inputs are fed into separate modules in the network in the forms of 0.35-second audio and a still image of the target identity.
Audio. The input to the audio encoder are Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) values extracted from the raw audio data. The MFCC values are made up of individual coefficient each representing a specific frequency band of the audio short-term power on a non-linear mel scale of frequency; 13 coefficients are calculated per sample but only the last 12 are used in our case. Each sample fed into the audio encoder is made up of 0.35-second input audio data with a sampling rate of 100Hz resulting in 35 time steps. Each encoded sample can be viewed as a 12 × 35 heatmap where each column represents MFCC features at each time step (see Figure 5 ). Identity. The input to the identitiy encoder is a single still image with dimensions 112 × 112 × 3. In Section 4.2, we also experiment with having multiple still images as the input to the identity encoder instead of one, which significantly improves the output video quality.
The Architecture
The Speech2Vid architecture is given in Figure 6 . We describe the three modules (audio encoder, the identity encoder, and the image decoder) in the following paragraphs. Note, these three modules are trained together. The deblurring module (described below in Section 3.3) is trained separately.
Audio encoder. We use a convolutional neural network originally designed for image recognition. The layer configurations is based on AlexNet [16] and VGG-M [2] , but filter sizes are adapted for the unusual input dimensions. This is similar to the configuration used to learn audio embedding in [5] .
Identity encoder. Ideally, the identity vector produced by the encoder should have features unique for facial recognition and as such we use a VGG-M network pre-trained on the VGG Face dataset [22] . The dataset includes 2.6M images of 2.6K unique identities. Only the weights of the convolutional layers are used in the encoder, while the weights of the fullyconnected layers are reinitialized.
Image decoder. The decoder takes as input the concatenated feature vectors of the FC7 layers of the audio and identity encoders (both 256-dimensional). The features vector is gradually upsampled, layer-by-layer via transposed convolutions. See details in Figure 6 . Figure 6 : The three modules in the Speech2Vid model. From top to bottom: (i) audio encoder, (ii) identity encoder with a single still image input, and (iii) image decoder. /2 refers to the stride of each kernel in a specific layer which is normally of equal stride in both spatial dimensions except for the Pool2 layer in which we use stride 2 in the timestep dimension (denoted by /2 t ). The network includes two skip connections between the identity encoder and the image decoder.
The network features two skip connections to help preserve the defining features of the target identity -this is done by concatenating the encoder activations with the decoder activations (as suggested in [26] ) at the locations shown in the network diagram.
Loss function. An L 1 loss is used (Equation 1), rather than L 2 that is more commonly used for image generation and in auto-encoders, as L 1 tends to encourage less blurring [10] .
Training protocol. The network is trained on the video dataset described in Section 2. During training, the ground truth output image of the target identity speaking the audio segment is used as supervision. The image is taken from the middle frame of the video in the 0.35-second sampling window. The image for the input identity of the speaker is randomly sampled from a different point in time, as shown in Figure 7 ). When multiple still images are used for the input identity (Section 4.2) we randomly sample multiple images from the same video stream.
Discussion. The network architecture is based purely on ConvNets, as opposed to the recurrent architectures often used for tasks relating to time sequences. The rationale is that the mouth shape of the speaker does not depend on anything other than the phoneme that is being said at the exact moment, and the long term context is unimportant. We find that the 0.35-second window is more than enough to capture this information. At test time, the video is generated frame-by-frame by sliding a temporal window across the entire audio segment while using the same single identity image.
Implementation details. Our implementation is based on the MATLAB toolbox MatCon- vNet [29] and trained on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU with 12GB memory. The network is trained with batch normalisation and a fixed learning rate of 10 −5 using stochastic gradient descent with momentum. The training was stopped after 20 epochs, or when the performance on the validation set stops improving, whichever is sooner. At test time, the network (including the deblurring layers) runs faster than twice real-time on a GPU. This can be further accelerated by pre-computing and saving the features from the identity encoder module, rather than running this for every frame. In the case of redubbing video, the the output video is generated at the same frame rate as the original video.
Deblurring module
CNNs trained to generate images with L 1 and L 2 losses tend to produce blurry images [23, 33] . To mitigate this problem, we train a separate deblurring CNN to sharpen the images produced by the Speech2Vid model. The model is inspired by VDSR [13] , which uses a residual connection between the input and output, so that the network only has to learn the image difference. Our implementation has 10 convolutional and ReLU layers, and the layer configuration is shown in Figure 8 . We train the network on artificially blurred face images (Figure 9 ), as opposed to training the network end-to-end together with the generator network. This is because the alignments between the input image, the target (ground truth) image and the generated image are not perfect even after the spatial registration (of Section 2), and thus avoid the deblurring network having to learn the residual coming from the misalignment.
The images that we ask the CNN to deblur are relatively homogeneous in content (they are all face images), and we find that the CNN performs very well in sharpening the images under this constraint.
Experiments
The results are best seen in video format. Please refer to the online examples. Figure 10 shows a visualization of the output of the model (the frames of the two segments highlighted in the captions "major" and "based on"). Note, the movement of the mouths of the two examples reflect the sound of each word not unlike phoneme-to-viseme correspondences. Figure 11 shows a set of generated faces and various target identities (original stills). We observe that the skip connections are crucial to carry facial features from the input image to the generated output -without these, the generated images lose defining facial features of target identities, as shown in the middle column. The skip connections at earlier layers (e.g. after conv1) were not used as it encouraged the output image to be too similar to the still input, often restricting the mouth shapes that we want to animate.
Preserving Identity with Skip Connections

Preserving Identity with Multiple Still Images
Instead of a single image specifying the unique identity, five distinct images are concatenated channel-wise resulting in an input dimension of 112 × 112 × 15, and the conv1 layer of the identity encoder are modified to ingest inputs of these dimensions. In training these examples are sampled with a similar strategy to that of Figure 7 , but multiple 'identity' images are sampled, instead of just one.
As can be seen in Figure 11 , having multiple image examples for the unique identity enhances the quality of the generated faces. There are two reasons for this: first, with multiple example images as input, it is likely that the network now has access to images of the person showing the mouth open as well as closed. Thus, it has to hallucinate less in generation as, in principle, more can be sourced directly from the input images; Second, although the faces are aligned prior to the identity encoder, there are minor variations in the movement of the face other than the lips that are not relevant to the speech, from blinking and microexpression. The impact of these minor variations when extracting unique identity features is reduced by having multiple still images of the same person.
Application: Lip Transplant/Re-dubbing Videos
The Speech2Vid model can be applied to visually re-dub a source video with a different segment of spoken audio. The key stages are as follows: (i) obtain still images from the source video for identity; (ii) generate the face video for the given audio and identity using the Speech2Vid model; (iii) re-align the landmarks of the generated video to the source video frames, and (iv) visually blend the aligned face with the source video frame.
Alignment. Facial landmarks in the target video is determined using the method of [12] . A similarity transformation is used to align the generated face with the original face in the target image. Figure 12 (right) shows the generated face in alignment with the original face.
Poisson editing. The Poisson blending algorithm [24] blends two images together by matching gradients with boundary conditions. We use this technique to match the generated face with the source video frame, as shown in Figure 12 . This can be used to blend the face from the same, or different identity to the source video frame. Discussion. This method can be used to blend the generated face as a whole, or to match only the lower half of the face. We qualitatively find that we strike the best balance between image naturalness and movement naturalness by only blending the lower half of the face, from just below the eyes.
Summary and extensions
We have demonstrated that the Speech2Vid model is able to generate videos of any identity speaking from any source of input audio. This work shows that there is promise in generating video data straight from an audio source. We have also shown that re-dubbing videos from a different audio source (independent of the original speaker) is possible.
One clear extension is to add a quantitative performance measure of our models. This is not a straightforward task as there is no definitive performance measure of generative models for a specific domain. In natural image generation, Salimans et al. [27] proposed a scoring system dependent on an image's softmax output when fed into a network trained on a classification task e.g. the inception network trained on ImageNet [28] . One possible option is to have a lip-specific inception score using networks trained on a lip-specific task [3] .
Moving forward, this model can be applied to computer facial animation relying only on audio.
